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What are the key trends, 
opportunities and challenges 

on infrastructure for 
tomorrow?
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Why is Infratech important?

3. There are significant benefits of application; 

it unlocks value, helps to solve the 

infrastructure funding gap from supply side

Saving up to 20% of operation costs and improving 

15% efficiency

2. It has gained tractions since 2020 

where infrastructure investors are 

ranking it as the 2nd largest megatrend.

Many infrastructure investors such as Macquarie, 

InfraVia, Aridna are setting up in-house teams or 

JV for technology enablement for infrastructure

1. Infrastructure is lagging behind -

“technology and productivity divide”

Infrastructure has gained little 

productivity since 1947; compared 

to 16x in agriculture and 8x in 

manufacturing

Infrastructure 
& Construction

Sources: Economist, Infrastructure Investors, Mckinsey
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Opportunities to infuse technology into infrastructure

Future Infusion opportunities

1. The definitions of new infrastructure refers to the “Big 7” defined within NDRC’s documentation: EV, UHV, 5G, Subway/intercity Rail, Data Centers, IIoT and AI

2. Market size represents China only

Source: Goldman Sachs Research
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Benefits of Infratech to Infrastructure

Sources: Mckinsey

To assets To Investors

• Asset Performance: Deliver increased value and 

growth to asset base.

• Portfolio Management: Improve oversight, allow 

value creation opportunities, and Reduce admin 

costs and other overheads for managing the 

portfolio

• Risk Mitigation: More real time information linked 

to assets for operational early warning signals. 

• Liquidity and Marketability: Improve full 

transparency of operations through data, reduction 

in transaction costs.

• New Strategies for Investors: Combining 

technology and infrastructure as a differentiated 

strategy in the increasingly competitive market.
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How can we develop 
infrastructure for tomorrow 

together through partnerships 
and collaborations?
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But there are challenges (beyond financing…)
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What are the challenges?

Dislocation of financing and opportunities

Lack of value capture in related economic 

activities of the infrastructure

Insufficient awareness of the technology 

available

Top-down planning, restrictive and 

misdirected procurement criteria 

Infrastructure stakeholders are too 

conservative to change

Lack of industry dialogue and 

partnerships

Talent attraction is difficult, and culture is 

not yet compatible

Non-directed R&D diverts effort to sectors 

where marginal impact is not obvious  

What actions needs to be taken?

Develop the right financing structure and 

facilitate financing

Provide better evaluation, capture and 

communication of value-adds

Create catalogues and information access to 

technologies for infrastructure

Develop focus around the concept of getting 

technology in the procurement criteria 

Create experimental test beds and a fertile 

enabling ecosystem

Promote collaboration and reduce frictions, 

incubate technologies for infra

Create attractions and enabling culture for the 

right talents

Establish strategic direction and guideline for 

R&D roadmap

1

Information & 
Knowledge

2

Financing

Stakeholder 
Relationship

Disconnected 
Ecosystem

Talent Incentive

R&D Focus

Procurement & 
Other Policies 

Economic 
Value-adds
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Main Trends in 2021-22 AIIB sees

1.Adoption of technology in infrastructure is a rapidly growing trend as asset owners, developers and investors 

look to minimize costs, increase resilience and extract maximum value

2.COVID-19, the climate imperative and continued urbanization in Asia will accelerate adoption of technologies for 

infrastructure

3.Governments place national priorities on technology-enabled infrastructure, especially smart city to enhance 

efficiencies and reduce their own debt burden

4.“Mode disruption” in construction and maintenance such as predictive maintenance, prefabrication and Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) is changing how infrastructure is built and maintained

5.Institutional investors and corporations have increased adoption and investment in digital technologies to 

enhance portfolio performance of infrastructure assets

6.Middle and higher-income countries in Asia such as Japan, Singapore, South Korea, China, India have seen more 

funds set up and investments made in late-stage ventures and growth equity for infrastructure technology.
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Reflections

3 ways infrastructure will be 
reshaped

1. Making Development and 
O&M more efficient

2. Disruptions to traditional 
infrastructure assets

3. Creating new Infrastructure 
asset classes

3 questions we should ask as 
investors

1. How do we leverage 
technology to improve asset 
performance?

2. How will technology disrupt 
each sector and asset class?

3. What will be the investment 
thesis and attractive 
opportunities going forward?
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3 things that AIIB do to support Infratech
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Become the facilitator and 

convener of collaboration and 

develop the ecosystem
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We invest in infrastructure 

projects with technology 

applications

We invest in technology 

companies or funds that 

are relevant to 

infrastructure

We develop the ecosystem 

to facilitate commercial 

applications of technology 

in infrastructure
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AIIB Infratech Platform
Facilitator for Infratech Ecosystem

“One-stop-shop” that connects and convene 

resources and network

Inspire
Knowledge and Capacity Building

✓ Infratech Portal: Use Case Library 

✓ Infratech Compass: Publications and blogs

✓ Capacity Building: Trainings and sharing

Interconnect
Community and Engagements

✓ Infratech Community: Online group for 

sharing and discussions

✓ Business Directory of experts, businesses 

and vendors for matching

✓ Events: Conferences and roundtables

Invest
Financing and Investment

✓ Investments: Project preparation and opportunity 

identifications; Financing infrastructure projects with 

technology components; Investing in technology 

companies and funds

Implement
Implementation, Monitoring and Evaluation 

✓ Portfolio Value Creation: Add business value to 

existing portfolio under management

✓ Best practice Sharing: Capture learning, case studies 

and knowledge transferInfluence Policies and Regulations

✓ Regulatory dialogue: roundtables and workshops for all 

members on regulations, procurement, cybersecurity, etc.

Innovate Growth Programs

✓ Incubation: Sandboxes, Competitions, hackathons or 

incubators to accelerate commercialization of Infratech

AIIB Infratech Platform
Connects knowledge, network and resources for the development and applications of technology in infrastructure
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Selected examples of investments

Development of Technology

• Sinovation Disrupt Fund (AI)

• Legend Capital (Healthtech)

• Lightsmith Climate Resilience Partners (Climate-tech)

• STIC Asia Infrastructure Innovation Fund (Digital Technology)

Applications of Technology

• Liaoning Green Smart Public Transport Demonstration Project (EV, Smart Transport)

• Guangxi Chongzuo Border Connectivity Improvement Project (Smart Road, BIM, GIS, IOT)

• Uzbekistan: Bukhara Region Water Supply and Sewerage (Smart Water)
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Bukhara Water’s Client Information Session

1 2 3

4 5 6

BACK

AIIB organized an information session on Infratech as part of virtual client meeting. The session utilizes internal capacity and knowledge.

✓ It improved client’s understanding of Infratech and benefits of its applications in water. 

✓ It helped the client to narrow down the focus to 5 targeted technology solutions

✓ It provided clients a list of practical considerations to help draft the roadmap for implementation. 


